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Parliamentary Inquiry into Contact Tracing
Submission on Contact Tracing from Parousya Technologies Pty Ltd
20 November 2020
The Purpose of this submission is to outline the main problems that have arisen in contact tracing
systems which have a heavy reliance on human inputs to provide contact tracing information. The
results are slow, inefficient and ineffective to stop the spread of the virus during an outbreak. Even
supplementing these with CRM tools does not overcome key flaws. Further a Smartphone App
configured like the existing COVIDSafe App cannot deliver the necessary data inputs in a timely
manner no matter how many downloads there have been of an app. The same app does nothing to
facilitate the operation of public transport, venues, events cafes, restaurants, retail, and workplaces in
a safe COVID normal world. Its failures and flaws contributed significantly to the problems faced by
contact tracing in Victoria in the second wave.
Conversely there is an Australian technology that can be applied to contact tracing as an automated
data acquisition system that is efficacious unlike the COVIDSafe App. Moreover it can be added to
any Government or private sector app to make them a contact tracing tool yet meet all the Information
Privacy Principles (IPP Guidelines) in Victoria’s Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) (PDP Act).
We shall outline how any government or private sector app can be transformed into a COVIDSafe
App and the app used to facilitate both contact notification but also testing whilst still operating totally
within the Information Privacy Principles of the Victorian Government.

Why we are qualified to comment on this issue
As an Australian technology company, Parousya has spent the past 7 years working on developing
smartphone based Bluetooth technology that enables a person to automatically check-in and
check-out of a space and control their privacy. We have a suite of patents in the field in every major
jurisdiction in the world.
This is the very challenge that contact tracing smartphone apps needed to solve so that people who
may have been in close proximity with a COVID19 infected person could be quickly advised to get
tested.
Our technology can be installed into any existing app such as the COVIDSafe App. Given all this, we
thought we could make a contribution to the pandemic crisis to make the Australian Government
COVIDSafe App world’s best practice.
In April and May 2020 we made contact with the Australian Government Digital Transformation
Agency (DTA) who were developing the COVIDSafe App to offer our assistance setting out our
knowledge and experience in this field and offering to assist for free.
Imagine our surprise when we received an email from DTA wishing us and our technology well and
advising that our technology did “... not fit with our plans for the application or the strict legislation that
has been proposed to protect the privacy of Australians..”
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The comment about “privacy” was surprising without them even evaluating the technology and the
fact that one of its key attributes is privacy protections and user anonymity which comply with COVID
Privacy amendments to the Privacy Act, the Privacy Acts in every State and Territory, and meets the
far more stringent GDPR requirements of the EU.

Subsequently Parousya published a white paper titled, ‘Augmentation Strategy: How to Make
Pandemic Contact Tracing Apps Fit for Purpose’ (Schedule 1) to share our subject matter knowledge
and expertise with the international community. As a result, we have collaborated with the USA
contact tracing team at The PathCheck Foundation (a spin-off from MIT), we have provided comment
to the Singaporian Government and collaborated with the UK National Cyber Security Center (NCSC)
advising on the UK contact tracing app.
Specifically we have addressed with the MIT team how privacy policy and data security can be
delivered in contact tracing and continue to work with them on this issue. More of this is to be found
in our White Paper privacy.

The Parousya Team:
●
●
●

Arthur Argyropoulos CEO, Background in cybersecurity, mobile payments & funding
technology ventures
Tze Cheng Chia Chief Technology Officer, Background in global business intelligence
reporting applications at Citibank
David Hamilton Chief Strategy Officer, Extensive regulatory and program management
experience including the design and development of general insurance claims and fraud
detection systems.

In other words skills required to assist technology solutions needed for contact tracing.

The Technology Platform and how it assists Contact Tracing
Parousya Automatic Check-in System (ACIS) is a managed service that makes it easy to perform
an automatic and anonymous in-person check-in for contact tracing required for public safety in a
world with COVID-19. Parousya’s ACIS is a ‘privacy-by-design’ technology that is simply added
to any existing app and operates automatically in the background on a user’s smartphone. It’s
faster, simpler and more scalable than other contact tracing technologies that rely on ID cards,
wearables or to manually scan a QR code to enter a physical space. But best of all, it’s the only
COVID-19 contact tracing solution that can operate at scale for mass crowds and where large
volumes of people move through designated areas such as hospitals, shopping malls or sports
stadiums.

The Challenges of Contact Tracing
Factors about COVID 19 that impact on Contact Tracing Capabilities in
Public Health Systems
1. Speed of infection and speed of identification
2. Mobile populations create a cohort of unknown contacts and potentially infected people
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mixed interconnected social networks combining with mobility.
Severity
Incubation period varies but generally several days
Infectiousness
Number of contacts (social density)
Number of cases
Authority - Compliance and Trust in governments and public health officials
Language issues and cultural experience with government agencies in Australia and
overseas
11. Accuracy of the record keeping of infected people
12. Memory recall of individuals under stress on hearing they have a potentially deadly disease
All of these factors combine to impede contact tracing efforts and allow the virus rate of infections to
grow unless interventions such as lock downs are implemented.
Of these technology can assist in managing and mitigating the impacts of the following:
1. It can address the identification of mixed interconnected social networks with less reliance on
patient’s memory recall.
2. It can cope with highly mobile populations with interactions with multiple actors many of whom
they may not know.
3. It can manage and monitor the social density problem outside a home so better information is
available on density and contact interactions including data on extent of interactions inside
venues, public transport, bars, cafes, and restaurants.
4. Deliver granular and targeted data to rapidly notify those individuals who should present for
testing and avoid mass screenings and overwhelmed testing facilities with long waiting
periods.
5. Communicate to people without relying on mass media and vague alerts about infection
locations.
6. Anonymise and Automate the notification process for people to test and isolate thus reducing
the potential impacts lack of trust in governments and public health officials
7. Better database management and infection recording.
These benefits combined significantly enhance contact tracing capabilities in public health systems
well beyond that which has been possible today and cope with greater numbers of infections than is
possible today. Further they allow economies to operate in a far more open manner in a COVID
Normal manner.
Realistically there is no single silver bullet in the absence of a vaccine that can solve all the problems
of transmission. To talk about “gold standard contact tracing systems” is political nonsense.

Speed - is a key challenge in contact tracing
Speed in the identification of unknown knowns (i.e. people that we do not know they are infected
and spread the infection. Subsequently they become a known or a “mystery case” for which there is
no apparent link) and identification of the known unknowns (i.e. people who are infected but not
known to the system).
Speed is essential to generate targeted testing and overcome the logistics problems in existing
systems. Being able to contact unknowns for targeted testing is key to stopping the spread of the
virus and concentrates testing resources on areas of highest impact. Granular data and targeted
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response lessens reliance on asking entire populations to come forward for testing and then asking
everyone tested to isolate for 14 days even those with a negative test, as has become the practice.
Being able to identify the unknowns in both workplaces and community situations in a speedy
fashion combined with rapid testing makes for a more industrial grade contact tracing system based
on superior data analytics and not a cottage industry. This is key to reopening any economy and
minimising the risk and damage of subsequent waves of the virus.
Existing systems which rely on manual and semi automated systems are too slow and inadequate to
this task especially in socially mobile populations; so that the virus is always ahead of the contact
tracing efforts no matter how many bodies are thrown at the task unless the outbreak is tightly
geographically or network constrained in which case a boundary can be imposed which these
processes can manage. Relaxation of these constraints, as is likely in any major population centre
and they are prone to failure..

The network analysis problem
Social Networks need to be mapped for effective contact tracing. In today’s mobile society these are
not simple. They create a hypercomplex network analysis problem that contact tracing has to solve.
The multiple networks at play involving the combination of work, home, and social networks create a
hyper complex problem that contact tracing concepts conceived on a simple/complex continuum
cannot solve. Therefore as numbers of cases grow combined with hyper complex systems contact
tracing becomes overwhelmed. That is why contact tracing systems that rely solely on human
resources to trace must fail as case numbers escalate.
Believing that it is simply a question of throwing more people at the problem of having a simple CRM
type system will facilitate the needed level of contact tracing is naive because you are dealing with
scale free networks.
Machine Learning algorithms can assist to overcome these limitations and provide the alerts that
individuals and contact tracing requires but they need massive amounts of data to feed them to be
effective but the data feed from existing contact tracing systems have a high manual component
reliant on interviews etc supplemented with additional data from phone, gps, credit card records etc.
But right today the significant gap in contact tracing, even supplemented with ML, is identifying,
contacting and directing for testing the unknowns  which arguably are the highest risk to the system.
The Network analysis problem when combined with the speed of infection, hidden infection, the
asymptomatic period, and the approach to privacy technologies required by governments have
contributed to the failures in contact tracing in every jurisdiction worldwide.
Systems have been overwhelmed by case numbers everywhere (USA, UK, EU) and public health
systems have effectively given up. In Australia when there are small numbers we have succeeded
but the size of the problem in network theory cannot be managed by manual systems other than at
low numbers (e.g. South Australia with some 23 cases of community transmission reportedly
identified some 4,000 contacts that needed to be contacted and isolated so as the infection numbers
rise the problem quickly becomes hypercomplex).
Many government’s overseas have struggled to build and operate a track and trace system that rely
on smartphone technology as the number of infections rise dramatically. In part this is attributable to
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the need to maintain privacy protocols, with data stored on a persons phone, and the way in which
bluetooth technology was applied in their apps. Both combined to limit the potential of the technology
to assist to solve the scale free network analysis problems.

Privacy vs. Pandemic
Privacy of the individual in most western democracies is enshrined in law. It is a characteristic defining
democracies from one party states with strong mechanisms for social and political control.
Accordingly, privacy is one of the key issues governments and health authorities need to manage as
they attempt to build policies and technologies to assist in managing the COVID-19 pandemic.
Societies face an ongoing challenge to get the balance correct between individual privacy and public
health. Some may favour compromising the individual’s privacy in order to expeditiously identify
infected candidates to remediate COVID-19 outbreaks rather than expose more people to the disease
and possibly endure further lockdowns inducing economic impact. Others may choose to preserve the
privacy of individuals and not take heed of dire mortality forecasts from health professionals and
economic forecasts from governments. Determining the right balance between privacy and health is
difficult at the best of times and even more so during a pandemic.
Creating new contact tracing technologies during a pandemic may be doing the right thing but it may
also tip the balance between privacy and health one way or the other. Therefore, doing the right
things requires leaders to build and operate technology that must be ‘fit for purpose’. This takes time
and is an evolutionary process. There already exist technologies such as the Parousya automatic
check-in technology that can be repurposed to perform contact tracing and preserve the privacy of the
individual and provide governments and health authorities the data they need to manage a pandemic.
The former Portuguese Europe Minister Bruno Macaes, made it clear in a startling tweet: “The idea
that any concern about privacy in the battle against the virus is not only irrelevant but could prove
fatal”. At the other extreme are some privacy campaigners, who appear to think that any form of
monitoring people with the virus risks the creation of a surveillance state.

Can we really build proximity-tracing while preserving privacy completely?
In the EU, Australia and parts of the USA there are strong data protection regulations in force
developed in response to concerns that corporate use of and trading in data had become rampant
and the individual had little or no knowledge as to how their data was being monetised and used.
There was no coherent framework of informed consent and of particular concern was the need to
protect health data, identity data, and location.
But a virus in a pandemic does not recognise data protection just as it does not respect boundaries
and borders as it engages in a guerrilla war with humanity.
Thus we in western democracies created a perfect storm where:

1. Privacy campaigners, who argue that any form of monitoring people with the virus risks the
creation of a surveillance state.

2. Health professionals need detailed information on a person’s recent patterns of movement
and association in order to identify potential infected people to halt/slow the spread of the
virus.

3. A virulent virus which has a period in which people are asymptomatic and but highly infectious
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These all collided with disastrous outcomes and a complete failure of the most advanced
technologically component societies to institute measure and turn the full technology tools available to
them to combat the hidden enemy.
When these three elements collide in a western democratic society where laws have been framed in
response to past corporate abuse and the trust in governments is at an historic low then the virus was
given a free pass.
Farr’s law, which is central to all epidemiological based responses to a pandemic, struggles when
privacy is given primacy over the virus. Unless there is a technological solution that can preserve
privacy but at the same time deliver speedy anonymised location data to identify potentially infected
individuals and advise them to test and isolate, then the epidemiological response is more likely to fail.

Is there a solution to the Privacy vs. Pandemic dilemma?
By their very nature all models of technology that operated to date to assist contact tracing and
pandemic management required the individual to hand over their privacy or be guaranteed that it
would not be breached. Therefore, contact tracing apps failed because they had to overcome the
hurdle of ensuring the State did not intrude on the individual and collect data in a centralised database
not only for the immediate crisis but long term.
If the role of the State is to protect the individual from themselves and the community then the issue of
privacy needs to be addressed as part of contact tracing. Because we cannot assume that people will
give up their rights to privacy from the State, contact tracing requires a tool that automatically not only
provides the individual citizen with anonymity but also provides the State and its public health teams
with the fast and reliable data needed to deliver on Farr’s Law. Thus protecting the individual and the
wider community’s social and economic wellbeing.
That is, we need a technology that delivers the needed public health protection measures, meets the
Data Protection frameworks in Victoria, Australia and at the same time ensures data is collected by
the State is anonymous, protected from leakage and only used for the purpose for which it is collected
with unauthorised sharing.

Assessing Parousya’s Technology against the Privacy Act to deliver Privacy for
Contact Tracing in a Pandemic
Because Parousya’s technology is based on a privacy first approach it is totally compatible with both
the Commonwealth and Victorian Government Privacy requirements as well as European GDPR
(arguably the toughest privacy code) provided the host app is compatible. We have undertaken a
privacy impact assessment (PIA) when applied to the Parousya technology and it is used for contact
tracing. This demonstrates that all app users remain anonymous and there is no personal or sensitive
information captured by this system. Therefore, all 10 Information Privacy Principles (IPP Guidelines)
in Victoria’s Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) (PDP Act) are met.
Further a privacy impact assessment (PIA) based on the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) in Schedule 1 of the Privacy Act 1988
has been undertaken. Again this demonstrates integrating Parousya’s technology when applied for
contact tracing that all app users remain anonymous and there is no personal or sensitive information
captured by this system.
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Finally an assessment against the COVIDSafe Privacy Act Amendments 2020 it is clear that if
Parousya’s technology is added to the COVIDSafe app the app doesn't store any data on a
communication device nor is data ever retained on a communication device. Thus the COVIDSafe
App remains compliant even with Parousya technology embedded. BUT now it actually works as it
was intended and all the other technical flaws it contains are removed from its design as well.

Technical reasons why Smartphone Apps failed to deliver on their
potential to fight COVID 19
Existing Bluetooth based contract tracing applications have penetrated the market, however they do
come with known shortcomings. Contract Tracing applications, including Australia’s COVIDSafe App,
Singapore Government’s TraceTogether App and the Google/Apple solution, rely on Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) between phones to work. As currently configured, despite having millions of downloads
their tracing capability is patchy and limited.
In Victoria’s second wave they have failed to deliver the functionality required for speedy tracing
responses. They have not limited community or workplace transmissions. Public Health officials say
it might help when there are a few cases but their default position is that they have been led to believe
that the app cannot manage situations with high case numbers as occurred in the second wave.
The reasons for this rests squarely on the form of Bluetooth implementation on which these COVID
safe apps are based. The limitations result from trying to use the phone as both a transmitter and
receiver of bluetooth signals as well as physical constraints when phones are carried on a person’s
body. BLE signals do not pass through water and this makes up 60% of a human body phone to
phone BLE communications has a high failure rate. This is just one of many known flaws in the
current apps.
Any proposed solution needs to provide both quick access to privacy-based contact data as well as
location data. The ability to store timed location data is key to fast effective contact tracing but a
solution is needed to the privacy protection requirements. The solutions developed today have relied
on decentralised data storage on a phone which is slow and inefficient. It requires the user to
consent, after they have been separately tested and found to be covid positive to agree to the release
of data from their phone. Ideally centralised databases are required to achieve the speed and
notification of the wider public to a threat. But centralised databases create significant privacy issues.
This is where version 1 of the UK NHSX contact tracing app floundered before it was pulled by
politicians.
Despite the potential and the hopes of governments around the world there has been a singular
failure to harness technology to enable them to manage and control the spread of the virus.
Parousya’s technology overcomes the problems of state surveillance of location and notifications. It
protects privacy yet provides the State with the tools to alert the public in a speedy fashion.

What happened in Australia and in Victoria
The Australian Government’s technology, like every other attempt world wide with smartphone
COVIDSafe app has let Australia and Victorians down when it was most needed. It was not only a
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$5.0m app failure but also a bad piece of public policy and program management by the
Commonwealth. The App technically could never work as designed as we have outlined.
Further there was no programmatic integration with other levels of government charged with
management of the health and economic programs. There was a marketing program designed to
maximise downloads in the mistaken belief that that was all that was required. It was perceived that
the issue was to generate downloads as the sole measure for success. Modelling from Oxford
University demonstrates that an app penetration of around 80% smartphone in a community is
needed if governments were to rely on apps using the “track and trace model” on which the
COVIDSafe app is based.
Aside from the need to generate such a high penetration of app downloads it was only one of many
flaws in that app’s designs.
The basic premise of the Commonwealth was just push out an app, market it and the problem would
be solved. It failed to develop the programs to support it in conjunction with State and Local
government infrastructure needed to deliver a program. It was considered that just having an App
and the problem would be solved BUT the technology on which the app was developed was
fundamentally flawed and could never work at the scale that was needed.
Ironically this same app can be made to work so that it could be integrated into a check in program for
venues, events, public transport to become at last an effective tool for Public Health Teams by
delivering the data sets that ML contract tracing systems needed for industrial grade contract tracing
but it requires a rethink in program deliver philosophy and additional code to update to an app that
actually delivers on its initial premise. Without that it will continue to be a zombie app and a complete
waste of time and expenditure. It will become a cse study in computer science courses on how to fail.

Why did the COVIDSafe App fail and who is responsible?
The team in DTA lacked the experience in and understanding of the technical challenges associated
with BLE technology on which the App relies. Further their contracted advisors and development
teams had a similar knowledge and experience gap. They assumed that the Singapore Track and
Trace app worked and could be transported to Australia.
Parousya offered its technology to DTA on two occasions in April and May 2020 and we were
rejected. Further we offered our advice on how to design a program that would enable businesses to
restart from the first lockdown and provide all State governments with the data sets to monitor
compliance as well as manage contact tracing. The same technology would segregate data on a
State basis.
We offered all of this free of charge because of a social concern and in the spirit of national interest.
Despite this the DTA’s response was to “wish us well” with our technology and failed to engage. That
failure and its associated hubris contributed to the problems that Victoria faced in its second wave
because the COVIDSafe app proved to be a “Zombie App” and an abject failure despite having
millions of downloads.
The Singapore Govt has had to supplement its Track and Trace app by issuing millions of personal
bluetooth tag beacons which individuals have to carry to enable data capture by the Track and Trace
app. Usefully this has enabled a significant improvement identifying people for testing but is still a
suboptimal outcome.
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Returning to a COVID Normal Lifestyle
The options to assist contact tracing in Victoria:
1. Manual QR Code scanning for check-in
At State level we see a patchwork of disconnected local systems in place. We have QR Codes, which
only handle some situations; paper lists; and no comprehensive database that is easily integrated into
the State’s CRM. None of these can handle:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Solving the unknown problem speedily,
People movements within large venues - being able to track mobility at a micro level
Public transport related contact tracing
Public transport carriage/vehicle density management issues
People moving around inside workplaces measuring the time people have exposure to an
infected person.
Remote density monitoring of venues.
Increase the safe density capacity of many venues including high risk sites such as
museums, places of worship, funerals, weddings
Avoiding queues at venue entry or congregating around entry

After months of failed attempts to make contact tracing apps work, the Victorian government, like
every other State Government has taken the path of least resistance, that is, use apps to scan QR
codes. That path has been influenced by pressure by some media influencers who have badgered
the Victorian Government with ill founded technical knowledge and spurious claims about what works
in other jurisdictions.
Unfortunately the reality, we know from overseas experience in the UK is that fatigue and apathy
creeps in after the first blush of compliance to scan QR codes. This results in massive gaps in the
tracing data inducing significant delays to track down possible exposures. Compliance costs grow as
more “inspectors” are needed to check.
Worse manual QR code scanning creates queuing and possible virus transmission. But worst of all
are the significant opportunities for privacy and security violations by merchants and QR code service
providers. A better way is to have the smartphones automatically and anonymously check-in and
check-out people from these locations. This is the technology we have developed and is operating in
a number of settings.

2. Parousya automatic check-in technology to enable the Victorian Government
to:
a. Use the technology to turn any existing Victorian Govt apps into effective COVIDSafe
Apps as a tool to facilitate speedy and effective contact tracing apps.
b. Importantly it can be added to any brand or company app to deliver what is required
to check in customers or employees as part of a COVIDSafe Plan. (e.g. it can be
added to any Retailers app, Flybuys/Coles/Woolworths or to any of the existing
ride-sharing e.g. Uber or taxi booking apps). There is no need for a major rewrite of
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apps. The technology is introduced with a simple SDK (10 lines of code) and app
update to users in less than a day.
c. It can be added to any venue app to facilitate contact tracing throughout the venue
(e.g. MCG app) to enable sporting and cultural events to come back on stream as it
enables patrons to be checked in and out as they move around the venue.
d. It can deliver the a data set that can be integrated into the State’s existing CRM
e. It can be used by venues, workplaces, restaurants, and bars without queues and
enable density monitoring both remotely and at the venue level.
The following figure demonstrates how the Parousya technology can assist contact tracing systems
and the public health system. It enables notification of being in a potential contact situation (e.g. on a
tram, at an event, in a hospital, at a cafe, etc.), alert to get tested, and the health system to be aware
that the person attended a testing centre; BUT all done with complete individual anonymity from the
State.

The benefits are that Parousya automatic check-in technology provides Government with a simple
technology solution that:
1. Delivers real-time accurate location data using inexpensive Bluetooth Beacon
technology installed in desired locations. This will provide speed efficient intervention
actions when there is a community transmission identified. (Bluetooth beacons are a
proven technology already widely used in public places for indoor location and
wayfinding)
2. Provides a solution targeted specifically to support workers in their current workplace,
facilities and environments.
3. Enables track and trace data to reside in the cloud to assist with any data analytics
services required in real-time or ‘after the event’ investigation.
4. Provides automated check-in / check-out that happens on the user’s smartphone in
the background (does not require any user specific action), it just works.
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5. Supports a ‘privacy first’ approach. Users are anonymous to the State (incognito
mode) BUT receive a Notification alert to get tested if needed and their response to
the alert can be monitored to ensure they attend for testing but all anonymously.
6. Phones only need to operate as a listener (unlike Contract Tracing applications such
as the COVIDSafe App and the Apple+Google Exposure API approach), minimising
battery drain and increasing the utility of the phone as a monitoring and contact
tracing device.
7. Fast user onboarding via an App download or upgrade. There is no need to issue
each individual with a physical device such as a card or a wearable (as Singapore
has implemented), just use the user’s existing smartphone.
Victoria can again show that it can lead the world by not only successfully tackling a second
wave infection cycle but also it can open its economy with technology developed within the
State.
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Schedule 1
Parousya white paper titled, ‘Augmentation Strategy: How to Make
Pandemic Contact Tracing Apps Fit for Purpose’
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White Paper

Augmentation Strategy: How to Make Pandemic
Contact Tracing Apps Fit for Purpose
10 May 2020

1 INTRODUCTION
The approach taken in numerous countries during the COVID-19 pandemic has been to build mobile
phone contact tracing apps that log Bluetooth encounters between participating devices to assist human
contact tracing investigations. The purpose of this paper is to validate the technology approaches
already taken and to advance the discussion leveraging technologies built and patented by Parousya
Technologies Pty Ltd (Melbourne Australia).
The paper focuses on methods and technologies to overcome user privacy and government mass
surveillance issues which impede mass adoption of contact tracing apps by the public. Further, the
paper uses a data acquisition framework to overcome the myriad of technology and environmental
problems contact tracing app development teams are only just beginning to appreciate.
In Appendix A: Pandemic Contact Tracing Business Requirements Definition, we summarise and
compare contact tracing approaches discussed in this paper.

2 BACKGROUND
Governments across the world have implemented their first pandemic control objective of suppressing
COVID 19 with extreme lockdowns and social distancing to deliver the goal of an R0 (R naught)
<1. They now face the next and greater challenge to reopen their economies but avoiding second wave
infections. They need tools to deliver effective risk management, especially with asymptomatic carriers
a known element in this disease. These include:
●
●
●

Comprehensive large-scale testing infrastructure that eliminates logistical bottlenecks that
emerged in the first wave of infections in the Pandemic.
Fast contact tracing that enables the network linkages of Potentially Exposed individuals to be
identified.
Ability to quarantine and lock down Potentially Exposed individuals and geography.

Whilst all are important a critical element for control is Automating the Contact Tracing (i.e. discovering
who a Diagnosed Carrier may have come in contact with knowingly or unwittingly). This needs to be
done quickly so the people with whom they have had contact can be found, tested, and isolated before
they themselves spread the virus further.
A plausible solution to this is to make use of the fact that most people carry a smartphone, so contact
tracing apps are being developed and used by Governments in advanced economies. Many firstgeneration digital contact-tracing tools have paved the way for a post-pandemic surveillance state and
the mistreatment of private, personal information1. A recent review of contact tracing app approaches
has been undertaken by MIT2 and a quickly updating list of COVID-19 Apps are listed on Wikipedia3.
Broadly the approach of most Governments is based on the TraceTogether app developed by the
Singapore Government. Separately Google/Apple announced a joint effort to provide Governments

1
2

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/01/business/china-coronavirus-surveillance.html

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZQz1W2DpKIp3gW9rjhmtU6BDfUUuFRvLZglymjz03BY/edi
t?usp=sharing
3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_apps
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with exposure notification API to operate within the security parameters of the Android and iOS
operating systems.
All approaches to date are based on Bluetooth technology with a phone actively transmitting and
receiving signals in the hope of exchanging Bluetooth handshakes between phones in close proximity
with each other. To be effective it therefore needs the adoption of at least 60% of the community, or
80% of the people with a smartphone. This adoption level is made even more vital given the complete
lack of location data collected by the apps and the primacy of privacy imposed by some Governments
to date.
Contact tracing apps is a quickly evolving subject and at this point there is emerging a coalescence of
two camps mainly based on how and where contact data is managed. The main points of contention is
user privacy and location tracking. Ian Levy, technical director at GCHQ’s National Cyber Security
Centre, has recently published a blog outlining the differences between centralised and decentralised
user data management4,

2.1 User Roles
We take the opportunity to define the different roles a user must control while operating a pandemic
contact tracing app:
●
●
●
●

Incognito User are individuals who have installed the pandemic contact tracing app on their
mobile phone device and have not authenticated with the app
Diagnosed Carriers are individuals who chose to update their pandemic contact tracing app
with their confirmatory diagnostic test authentication credentials to be validated by government
health systems
Potentially Exposed are individuals who have been notified to seek medical services after
tracing logic has determined they have been in close proximity with a Diagnosed Carrier
Non-User are individuals who do not have a mobile phone device or who choose not to
download the pandemic contact tracing app

3 THE PRIVACY AND HEALTH BALANCE
Privacy of the individual in most western democracies is enshrined in law. It is a characteristic defining
democracies from one party states with strong mechanisms for social and political control. Accordingly,
privacy is one of the key issues governments and health authorities need to manage as they attempt to
build policies and technologies to assist in managing the COVID-19 pandemic.
Societies face the challenge to get the balance correct between individual privacy and public health.
Some may favour compromising the individual’s privacy in order to expeditiously identify Potentially
Exposed candidates to remediate COVID-19 outbreaks rather than expose more people to the disease
and possibly endure further lockdowns inducing economic impact. Others may choose to preserve the
privacy of individuals and not take heed of dire mortality forecasts from health professionals and
economic forecasts from governments. Determining the right balance between privacy and health is
difficult at the best of times and even more so during a pandemic.
Creating new contact tracing technologies during a pandemic may be doing the right thing but it may
also tip the balance between privacy and health one way or the other. Therefore, doing the right things
requires leaders to build and operate technology that must be ‘fit for purpose’. This takes time and is
an evolutionary process. There already exist technologies that can be repurposed to perform contact
tracing and preserve the privacy of the individual and provide governments and health authorities the
data they need to manage a pandemic.

4

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/blog-post/security-behind-nhs-contact-tracing-app
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4 DATA FOR FUTURE PANDEMICS
The COVID-19 pandemic has been likened to a war against an invisible enemy that moves with speed.
As in any battle intelligence on the enemy’s position, deployments, and supply chains are key. Having
the information to disrupt them is paramount. At a scientific level we have now much greater capability
to understand the patterns of diffusion and genetic adaptation. Scientists need to track the detailed
waves of infection across countries. The contact tracing app used as a data acquisition system will be
key to achieve this. A centralised data storage strategy will be a more effective method to capture trace
data in order to respond in real-time to the complex dynamics of a human pandemic. A decentralised
data storage method which assigns control of the trace data to users may partially address user privacy
concerns but will compromise the data integrity required to effectively document, respond and perform
future analysis of human pandemics.

5 SECURITY, FRAUD AND ABUSE
Personal location and health data are a honeypot for bad actors to extort and blackmail users.
Enterprise systems used by governments and private companies deal with this ongoing battle every
day and need to be one step ahead of their adversaries. All possible technology architectures for
pandemic contact tracing are subject to security, fraud and abuse.
The first-generation contact tracing apps, including the Google and Apple API two phased approach,
store Diagnosed Carriers tracing data in a government run central location in order to be made available
for periodic app calls for matching data to be notified if the user has been exposed to the virus.
Solution architectures that store coronavirus data in a central location raise risks because they create
a single target for hackers who could steal or expose data that could be used to identify Potentially
Exposed people. This could be attractive to hackers working for adversary governments who might link
it with other stolen data to uncover private health information about government officials or other
intelligence targets.

6 FIRST GENERATION CONTACT TRACING APPS ARE NOT
FIT FOR PURPOSE
The Purpose: To effectively manage outbreaks of disease by preventing Potentially Exposed
candidates from causing further infections.
Proposed Technology: Smartphone based Bluetooth anonymous and secure contact trace recording
when in proximity to each other for a defined period of time.
It is expedient and convenient to use mobile phones as the data acquisition device. The mobile phone
has the required technology components to achieve the purpose. It can both transmit and receive
Bluetooth signals, it can host the tracing app code which can be updated from a central location, it can
encrypt, store and transmit the digital contact data to a central location for decryption and further
processing.
“Technology is only a tool used by disease (or contact tracing) investigators to achieve the purpose
stated earlier. Any technology, no matter how advanced, will never be more than a tool for disease
management.” Jason Bay the Senior Director (Government Digital Services) at the Government
Technology Agency, Singapore and the product lead for TraceTogether, the world’s first nationwide
Bluetooth contact tracing system5.
Based on many years of research and development and the awarding of international patents on this
type of technology, at Parousya Technologies we believe that there are a number of limitations of this
first generation contact tracing technology that we would like to bring to the discussion. We believe this

5

https://blog.gds-gov.tech/automated-contact-tracing-is-not-a-coronavirus-panacea57fb3ce61d98
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will help inform the public and technology discussions about the fit for purpose of mobile Bluetooth
technology to enable pandemic contact tracing.

6.1 Problems with First Generation Contact Tracing Apps
First generation contact tracing apps such as Singaporean TraceTogether app and the Australian
COVIDSafe app have a series of significant challenges to overcome. These include:
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

Mobile Phone Operating Systems Compliance – an Apple iPhone user needs to leave their
phone on at all times with the app in the foreground. Apple is rumoured to address this issue
with the imminent deployment of Apple's exposure notification API.
User Identifiable Data Requirement – during the app onboarding users are asked to provide
their postcode and some apps require users to supply their mobile number
Bluetooth Tracing Effectiveness – there have been many limitations of Bluetooth signalling
in proximity marketing use cases which are made worse by using the mobile phone as the
Bluetooth broadcaster as well as the receiver.
Location Data - The absence of accurate location data is perhaps the greatest weakness in
the current approaches and is the single most important dataset. The omission of location data
will facilitate the spread of the disease as communities emerge from lockdown restrictions
unless addressed.
Decentralised or Centralised Tracing Data - Both solutions raise questions relating to data
privacy and ownership. If the tracing data is stored locally on the phone, then it needs to be
uploaded to a central server managed by the health agencies for matching only with the user’s
consent. This adds more lags in the contact tracing system increasing the risks of a major
second wave epidemic in a community.
Stigmatising of Individuals and Businesses - The experience in South Korea and China,
countries who have used Contact Tracing to greatest effect, is that both individuals and
businesses have become identified, despite privacy controls, leading to stigmatising of both
individuals and businesses. The WHO flagged early on that this was likely to lead to people not
seeking medical assistance and further compounding the spread of the disease. For this
reason, governments have veered to prioritising privacy of data over the health of a community.
App Adoption - epidemiologists advise that 60% of a population need to download the App or
80% of smartphone owners for it to be effective. Whilst governments promote downloading
their apps the probability of achieving this threshold is very low. In Singapore it is reported to
be around 20%. The wider the gap the greater the risk of a significant second wave of infections,
potentially worse than the first.

Governments are marketing their apps as making a community COVID-19 safe. Nothing could be
further from the truth given the limitations of the technologies employed and the absence of location
data. When infection rates rise it will breed distrust in government solutions and undermine community
trust in key health systems. It will be at that point governments will seek to move the debate away from
privacy and towards health and seek to reengineer their contact tracing apps.

6.2 Google and Apple exposure notification solution
On April 10, 2020, Google and Apple announced a two-phase exposure notification solution that uses
Bluetooth technology on mobile devices to aid in contact tracing efforts. Both companies will provide
application programming interfaces (APIs) that allow contact tracing apps from public health authorities
to work across Android and iOS devices, while maintaining user privacy. The first phase will deliver
functionality very similar to the Singaporean TraceTogether app and the Australian COVIDSafe app.
The second phase will move the Bluetooth broadcasting and listening into the operating system level
to help ensure broad adoption6.
Users' security and privacy is preserved because there's no central database of information for hackers
to target – but it also limits how useful the information is for public health services trying to combat the
6

https%3A%2F%2Fblog.google%2Fdocuments%2F73%2FExposure_Notification__FAQ_v1.1.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1YkX1ubqLodTUDtvzT38LD
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virus's spread. The companies also imposed restrictions on how public health agencies could use the
APIs, including compromising user privacy and banning from being linked with GPS location
information.
It is still not clear if the proposed Google and Apple exposure notification solution will provide
Governments and health authorities the immediate need to make their current contact tracing apps
operate effectively in the background or terminated states. The assumption is that this problem will be
solved when the proposed phase two is released as an operating system update.

6.3 Bluetooth Technology Limitations
6.3.1

Mobile Phone Operating Systems Restrictions

Bluetooth proximity apps are managed differently by mobile phone operating systems based on the
operating state of the app; foreground, background or terminated states. This is due to iOS and Android
operating systems overlaying increasing more user privacy restrictions with each operating system
update. Requiring the app to be a Bluetooth broadcaster as is the case with the TraceTogether and
COVIDSafe apps introduces even more complexity and continual remediation with each operating
system update.

6.3.2

Bluetooth Distance Measurement Limitations

Bluetooth is a wireless technology standard used for exchanging data between devices over short
physical distances using short-wavelength UHF radio waves, from 2.402 GHz to 2.480 GHz with power
levels typically around 4dBm for a range of 10m and can be as high as 20dBm for greater range up to
100m. Radio frequency theory is a complicated science and some would argue an art as well. Bluetooth
signals follow wave theory physics similar to waves in a pond which means they bounce off objects in
their path and sometimes get amplified or attenuated as waves interact with each other. Measuring
distance between a Bluetooth transmitter and receiver is complicated and is derived from measuring
the signal strength. Signal strength is measured in RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) as
measured by the receiving device and varies due to both the transmitter hardware and the environment.
Attempting to use RSSI level measurement as an approximation for distance measurement is too
unreliable. This same finding has been made and published by the BlueTrace team in Singapore7.
Some Contact Tracing Apps claim they record Bluetooth transmissions within a set radius in meters of
a receiver. This is not correct. Given there are so many variables that need to be accommodated to
make such a measurement, a better approach is to apply zones such as; immediate, near and far. Due
to wave theory the Bluetooth signal may bounce between zones and even randomly disappear and
reappear.

6.3.3

Bluetooth Broadcasting Limitations

In addition to Bluetooth signal strength, position of the transmitter and receiver plays a significant role
in managing false positives and false negatives. For example, in the phone to phone contact tracing
app approach the transmission and reception occurs between phones. The approach is convenient
because all the infrastructure to perform the task is already in the hands of the public. The only thing
that needs to be added is the contact tracing app. However, signal amplification, attenuation and
deflection by objects will be very difficult to manage and will cause many false positives and false
negatives. Further, it is well understood that Bluetooth signal strength is attenuated when transmitted
through water. The human body is approximately 80% water which means that the body will attenuate
Bluetooth signals to cause false negatives in first generation contact tracing apps using phone to phone
Bluetooth transmission. The result may be some app users will be wrongly classified as Potentially
Exposed candidates and worse, some app users will not be classified as Potentially Exposed
candidates and may go on to suffer health problems and cause more disease outbreaks.
Therefore, there is a need to make the Bluetooth transmission as resilient and reliable as possible.
Proximity marketing technologies using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons have proven to be fit for
7

BlueTrace: A privacy-preserving protocol for community-driven contact tracing across borders
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purpose as an effective and reliable Bluetooth transmitter. In retail use cases, beacons have proven to
solve some of these transmission problems by placing the BLE beacons high up on walls and ceilings.
This is not possible if the Bluetooth transmitter is a user’s mobile phone.

6.3.4

Data Loss

Pandemic contact tracing apps which have adopted the decentralised data storage approach, unlike
the centralised data storage approach, face the potential for data loss due to storage limitations on the
mobile phone. Data loss can be due to device failure, lack of memory capacity, loss or theft of the device
and Diagnosed Carrier refusal to transmit contact trace data. Centralised and cloud data storage offers
real-time pandemic contact tracing with minimal if any data loss as long as the user mobile phone has
connectivity to the central infrastructure.

7 IT’S A DATA ACQUISITION PROBLEM
7.1 Data Acquisition Strategies – You cannot manage what you cannot measure
Science and engineering use data to attempt to understand the world around us and build technology
models to test, build and manage our modern world. There are a number of data acquisition
technologies and approaches available to acquire data. This includes active and passive probing to
harvest data, centralised and decentralised data storage and then logic to post process the data.

7.2 Active and Passive Probes
Data acquisition systems use probes deployed at measurement points to acquire data for postacquisition analysis. Passive probes typically just listen (or ‘sniff’) to make a measurement. Active
probes actively participate in the target system in order to make a measurement. Many contact tracing
apps have taken the active probing approach. That is, the Bluetooth broadcast is generated by a mobile
phone which then also needs to be a receiver of a Bluetooth broadcast.
Research and development done by Parousya has proven that mobile phones are great Bluetooth
listeners (passive probing) but not very good at concurrently doing both Bluetooth broadcasting and
listening (active probing). Media reports claim that contact tracing app development teams around the
world have already identified these limitations. An example of one of these mobile phone limitations is
the manner in which mobile phones manage battery power, especially as the battery charge reduces.
The mobile phone is designed to manage battery use to preserve priority functions such as phone calls
at the expense of allowing third party apps, such as the contact tracing apps to broadcast Bluetooth
signals especially while the app is in the background or terminated.
This was brought to bear by the compromised operation of the Australian COVIDSafe app when running
in the background on an Apple (iOS) mobile phone8. The Australian media reported that the Australian
development team are waiting for Apple to provide a ‘fix’ with the imminent deployment of Apple's
exposure notification API9.
In the UK a user needs to leave their phone on at all times with the app in the foreground, although in
the UK they claim to have found a work around to this problem with the assistance of GCHQ, its national
cyber security centre10.

7.3 Probes Infrastructure
There is no argument that using existing data acquisition devices already in the field such as user
mobile phone is the most expedient approach, especially during the middle of a pandemic. However,
8

https://www.afr.com/po t cs/federa /contact-trac ng-app-performance-var ab e-no-dea -struck-w th-states20200506-p54qdu
9
https://www.abc.net.au/news/sc ence/2020-05-01/cov dsafe-contact-trac ng-app-ro out- ssues- phonew f -bugs/12202876
10
https://www.bbc.com/news/techno ogy-52441428
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we need to be cognizant that mobile phones were not built to be probes for data acquisition systems
and therefore it’s not surprising that mobile phones will not fully comply to the design scope of app
developers.
After much resources, time and money, Parousya has found that if we narrow the brief of what we need
a mobile phone to do we achieve better compliance and adherence to the design scope of building a fit
for purpose data acquisition system such as a pandemic contact tracing app. To achieve compliance,
we have to remove the requirement of the mobile phone being the transmitter of a Bluetooth signal and
only have the mobile phone be just a Bluetooth listening passive probe. We moved the Bluetooth
transmission scope of the design to fit for purpose Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons. In other words,
we repurposed BLE beacons used for the proximity marketing use case to a Concealed Location
Identifier (Section 8.5). This helped Parousya achieve design compliance by allowing the mobile phone
to become an energy efficient and reliable Bluetooth listener only (passive probe), providing a
Concealed Location Identifier (Section 8.4)to help disease detectives broaden investigations to identify
non-users of the app. The downside is the addition of the third device, the BLE beacon which takes
time and logistics to precure, configure, deploy and maintain. Please note, Parousya Technologies does
not sell or have any commercial interest in any BLE beacon supplier.

7.4 Decentralised vs Centralised Data Storage
First generation contact tracing apps have used either a centralised or decentralised data storage
method. We will consider the encryption efficacy of data to be equal in both methods. Both solutions
store the tracing data locally on the phone. The difference occurs when a Diagnosed Carrier reports to
the central data store managed by the health agencies. In the Centralised method the Diagnosed
Carrier reports their random ID and their tracing contact IDs for the health agency to proactively reach
out to Potential Exposed candidates. In the Decentralised method the Diagnosed Carrier only reports
their random ID to the health agency, and it will be up to each app User to pull down this data to then
search for a match of the random ID in the tracing data stored on the User’s phone.
The decentralised method has the obvious security advantage of decentralisation coupled with the
removal of the single point of failure. The centralised method requires greater application of IT security
strategies and technology but no more complex than government and defence centralised IT security
already in use today. There are sophisticated and proven mitigation strategies to manage the single
point of failure issue such as high availability failover and disaster recovery technologies and methods
employed in the Enterprise.
The Singaporean TraceTogether and the Australian COVIDSafe apps11 have chosen the decentralised
model. The UK has chosen the centralised model however the NHSX, the digital transformation branch
of UK’s National Health Service was recently reported to be considering the decentralised architecture
as well12.
The key design decision again is based on the priority of privacy or health in the design scope. If privacy
has a higher priority, arguably to address objections and concerns by the public about mass government
surveillance and thus limit the penetration of the contact tracing app, then the system will face many
challenges acquiring the very data required to have an efficacious data acquisition system and therefore
compromise the whole project. Conversely, if health has a higher priority, then the system will be
categorised by the public as mass government surveillance and thus limit the penetration of the contact
tracing app and thus not deliver the health benefits and the limiting of economic impact due to mass
lockdowns.

11

In Austra a the prob em s exacerbated by a federa structure of government. The nat ona government
has mp emented the COVIDSafe App but the nd v dua States are respons b e for pub c hea th and hence runn ng
contact trac ng. Separat ng the data for an nd v dua States system s essent a for eff c ency n contact trac ng.
The ex st ng app and ts approach to data management s d ff cu t n the federa structure to enab e nd v dua states
to manage the r own data.

12

https://techcrunch.com/2020/05/07/uk-eyeing-switch-to-apple-google-api-for-coronavirus-contactstracing-report/
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As Prof Christophe Fraser, one of the epidemiologists advising NHSX, told the BBC that in the UK they
are going to use a centralised database with location capabilities is that "One of the advantages is that
it's easier to audit the system and adapt it more quickly as scientific evidence accumulates."
"The principal aim is to give notifications to people who are most at risk of having got infected, and not
to people who are much lower risk.”... "It's probably easier to do that with a centralised system."4

8 AUGMENT EXISTING CONTACT TRACING APP WITH
PAROUSYA TECHNOLOGY
Parousya believes we have developed technology that is fit for purpose and is engineered to mitigate
the technology limitations of existing contact tracing apps while maintaining privacy controls with the
user. After a number of years of research, field trials in the US, continual optimisation, and the drive to
build the simplest possible solution with the least number of variables to manage through these
limitations, we have built a reliable in-person check-in system using mobile phones and Bluetooth.
The patented technology is based on three elements which work together to deliver an automated inperson check-in. This check-in can serve to determine the proximity of many to many mobile phones
within a specified timeframe.
●
●
●

The first element is the mobile phone which is only required to listen to for a specific Bluetooth
signal from the second element, a low-cost battery powered Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
beacon which is only required to transmit the specific Bluetooth signal.
When the mobile enters a specified Bluetooth signal region defined by Bluetooth signal strength
a check-in occurs by the mobile phone.
The app on the mobile phone then communicates with a central system to advise of the checkin providing the beacon signal ID. The central system does not know the location of the beacon
nor the identity of the user of the mobile phone app.

8.1 SDK for any existing Contact Tracing App for Mass Public Deployment
The Parousya proposition is to augment the current contact tracing apps with the addition of a Software
Development Kit (SDK) available today suitable for both iOS and Android apps. The Parousya SDK
takes care of all the technology challenges inherent in BLE Beacon technology such as managing
unreliable and multiple beacon entry and exit events. A developer simply integrates the Parousya SDK
into the app, selects the locations in the workflow to trigger an automatic (1) check-in, (2) phone to
phone session and (3) check-out. No previous BLE beacon coding or environmental issues remediation
(e.g. iBeacon hard coded 30-second timeout, 20-region monitoring limit) experience is required.
The advantage of this approach is that the Government can recruit the cooperation of willing app
providers who already have a substantial and established user base to also host the Parousya SDK.
This will aid in the speed of deployment and with mass public distribution of the contact tracing
technology.

8.2 User Anonymity and Control
User privacy is the most important element for public adoption of any technology which in any way can
be considered government mass surveillance. Users not just want but need to have control of their data.
Any pandemic contact tracing app must provide this functionality. Politicians and health authorities need
to have open a frank discussion with the public about these matters in order to win trust and compliance.
Separate from the technology companies that build and maintain mobile phone operating systems such
as Apple and Alphabet (Google), contact tracing app users should be able to use the App without
authentication, the same as Private Mode or Incognito Mode in internet browsers. Some Contact
Tracing Apps require the public to enter a username in the form of an alias or pseudonym but must
provide a legitimate phone number to be contacted in case of possible infection.
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Parousya’s technology and patents have user privacy as the cornerstone design criteria. The user
operates within the systems unauthenticated from initial check-in, through creating a session with a
business or another user and then automatic check-out. The technology can be applied to pandemic
contact tracing apps to give the user control of their identity, from Incognito User to Diagnosed Carrier.
At no stage through the workflow of the app is there a need for a user to identify themselves apart from
adding confirmatory diagnostic test authentication credentials to be validated by government health
systems to allow the system to then contact Potentially Exposed Candidates.

8.3 Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Beacons
Infrastructure management of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Beacons is an additional resource
requirement not present with the phone to phone Bluetooth communication method used by first
generation contact tracing apps. At Parousya we have developed a beacon infrastructure framework
that is centrally managed to configure beacons before deployment and work with beacon suppliers to
monitor and remotely manage beacons in the field.

8.4 Concealed (Private) Location Identifier
Disease investigators are tasked by our governments to use technologies and interviewing methods to
identify possible Potentially Exposed candidates who have come into close contact with verified
Diagnosed Carriers. It will severely hamper the disease investigation if location data were to be
withheld. However, due to privacy concerns many contact tracing apps are deliberately not capturing
location data. This data restriction will be most important to identify the time and places where a
Diagnosed Carrier travelled within an infectious period (estimated to be 21 days) in order to search and
find Non-Users of the contact tracing app.
The goal must be to provide the disease investigators the location data they need to perform their
investigations effectively and to do it in a manner that is private for the users. This can be achieved
using a concealed and private location identifier which is not the diagnosed carrier’s mobile nor the app
user’s mobile but a third device. This device can be a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacon placed in
outdoor and indoor public places, office buildings and even public transportation vehicles. This presents
an opportunity for the contact tracing app to add a concealed location identifier which is more accurate
than GPS with less phone battery consumption than GPS. The obfuscation is similar to the management
of encryption keys. In this case, the public key can be the unique BLE beacon signal and the private
key can be the actual locations of the beacons. For privacy and security reasons, contact trace system
architects will not store the private key (actual location of the beacons) with the trace data.
When an Incognito User becomes a Diagnosed Carrier they are invited to update their contact tracing
app with their confirmatory diagnostic test authentication credentials to be validated by government
health systems. In doing so, tracing logic is used against all contact trace events in the database to
identify possible Potentially Exposed Candidates and against a separate database of BLE beacon
locations. The disease investigators can then have a more informed interview of the Diagnosed Carrier
and even visit the locations to attempt to find Non-Users of the app.
Governments may require the separation of pandemic contact tracing data by State and jurisdiction
boundaries. This is not possible with the first-generation contact tracing apps because they do not
record any location data. The Parousya solution can provide the data separation required by simply
assigning BLE beacons to individual State and jurisdiction boundaries even if the actual physical BLE
beacons installation location is not recorded.

8.5 Tracing Logic is an Evolution not a Revolution
The design scope of a contact tracing app requires tracing logic to determine which Incognito Users
came into contact with a Diagnosed Carrier in order to convert Incognito Users to Potentially Exposed
Candidates and notify them to seek medical advice. This tracing logic is most effective if it resides in a
central location where health officials can adjust and optimise tracing events to continually reduce the
number of false positives and false negatives similar to the manner machine learning algorithms are
applied to large datasets. Therefore, tracing logic isn’t a one time set and forget design but an
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evolutionary process. The number of variables at play in a contact tracing are many as outlined earlier
and it will be unreasonable to expect the development team to get the tracing logic right the first time.
The Parousya automatic check-in technology has developed coded logic in the lab and in field trials
using the same Bluetooth and mobile phone components as the contact tracing app systems. We have
come to the conclusion that the evolutionary process requires the code logic to reside in the cloud. We
have also found the code logic is different for each use case. In pandemic contact tracing, a tracing
event should occur if a Diagnosed Carrier is in close proximity to an Incognito User from the time the
two begin to be in close proximity until a specified period of time. The logic to determine ‘close proximity’
and ‘specified period of time’ may change as the environment changes and public behaviour changes
as restrictive measures are eased after full lockdown.
First generation contact tracing apps handshake logic requires phone A to broadcast a Bluetooth signal
periodically and then for phone B to receive the Bluetooth signal. The logic has a periodic component
that may cause missed concurrency of phone A and phone B. With Parousya logic phone A and B
almost immediately receive the Bluetooth signal from the BLE beacon and if the phones remain in the
BLE beacon region for a defined period of time set by the app developer both phones will record a
check-in and tracing session. We believe this is a more reliable and resilient tracing logic than what has
been implemented in first generation contact tracing apps.

8.6

Benefits

Augmenting first generation contact tracing apps with Parousya’s Automatic Check-In System via
an SDK delivers the following benefits:
●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Simpler Technology by dedicating the Bluetooth broadcasting task to the BLE beacons and
dedicating listen for Bluetooth signals task to the mobile phone will allow the contact tracing
app to effectively operate in the background and terminated states and makes the data
acquisition system probing fit-for-purpose.
User Privacy is addressed because user privacy is controlled by the individual as they operate
in an Incognito mode at all times but the key data the contact tracers need can be accessed
when required. This incognito mode, similar to the user experience in internet browsers, should
improve user acceptance of the Government’s App and not require the user to enter their mobile
phone number as is required by the Singaporean TraceTogether app and the Australian
COVIDSafe app. Even if an Incognito User is changed to a Diagnosed Carrier they do not
reveal their identity. They can choose to update their contact tracing app with their confirmatory
diagnostic test authentication credentials to be validated by government health systems.
Concealed Location Data is delivered to fast track contact tracing. (e.g. in a public transport
system, it can deliver data at the individual carriage level or bus level on a 24/7 basis).
Accommodate lower public adoption levels of contact tracing apps because the time, date
and location of a Diagnosed Carrier can be used to identify potentially exposed candidates who
don’t use the App (Non-Users) reducing the spread of COVID 19.
Better App Performance. The contact tracing apps no longer need to be operating in the
foreground but can operate in the background and even terminated states, removing user
barriers to adopting and using the app with lower battery draining.
Tracing Data Separation. Governments may require the separation of contact tracing data by
State and jurisdiction boundaries. This is done by simply assigning BLE beacons to individual
State and jurisdiction boundaries even if the actual physical BLE beacons installation location
is not recorded.
Micro Quarantining is now possible by placing BLE beacons in hotel rooms or the homes of
Diagnosed Carriers to impede second wave effects at either a geographic level or at a social
network level.
Tracing Logic can be modified and optimised from a central location quickly and efficiently as
health authorities gain greater insights in the behaviour of the disease.
Faster App Adoption. Contact tracing data can be sourced from a wider range of apps as a
government can now recruit the help of the private sector to host the Parousya’s SDK in a
variety of apps (e.g. banking, transport, health apps) expanding user adoption very quickly in
order to reach the desired penetration of around 60% of the population.
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Speed to identify more Potentially Exposed individuals is critical to controlling the disease and ensuring
an R0 <1. With existing contact tracing apps augmented with Parousya technology, investigation teams
will be able to effectively identify and alert individuals, even individuals who do not use the contact
tracing app (Non-Users), by using the Concealed Location Data, continually optimising the cloud
Tracing Logic, more effective Bluetooth signalling and better app performance. All this is achieved
without compromising User Privacy and IT Security.

9 CONCLUSION
We hope this whitepaper has helped to advance the knowledge and understanding of the possibilities
to enhance or augment existing pandemic contact tracing apps by informing the reader of Parousya’s
solution design decisions we made to mitigate the technology and system limitations we faced and first
generation contact trace app development teams are facing right now. We offer governments and
contact tracing app development teams a solution which hands over privacy controls to app users while
at the same time provides governments and health authorities the fullest possible datasets of human to
human pandemic contact tracing. This aids in dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic breakouts that will
occur after lockdown restrictions are removed and the public begin to interact with each other. The
Parousya approach with a centralised data storage of Incognito User contact tracing data combined
with concealed location identifier data preserves the dataset for future analysis to help society be better
prepared for future pandemics.
We invite feedback and discussion on this whitepaper at
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